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1. Introduction
Since vocoder theoxy was invei-Btigated W 

Dudley in 〔939, many studies on the data oompre- 

sslon of speeoh signals have been developed. One 
of thwn is the souxoe ooding method whioh proce
eds the speech produotion model by dividing it 

into the excitation part and the filtering part.
This method can coapress the data more than 

axy other wave oodlng methods. To characterize 
the exoitation part in the source coding method 

such as LPC vocoder, the pitch extraction ie needed..
Available pitch extzaotion methods until new 

oan be essentially divided into two types as followj

•Direct Detection Methods s Parallel Prooeas
ing Method, Average Magnitude Difference Function 
Area ConqparlBon Method? eto«

*Poat Detection Methods i Simplified Inverse 
Filter Tracking Center Clipping Autocorr^

•lation Function Method, eto.

The latter is to find the pitch period after 

elimination of the interference of the resonance 
oharacteristicB of the vooal tract to the funda
mental frequency > and the foiroer is to find the 
pitch period from the unmodified speech samples. 

In both methods we generally elixninate the high 
frequency formants by a preceding low pass filter 
stage The foimants adjacent to the fundamental 
frequency, however, are not eliminated. Thu每, 

the direct detection methods in general take rat

her complex deoision algorithm so that the halvi
ng or the doubling of the pitch which are oaused 

by the existanoe of the major formantsf could be 
avoided#

On the other hand, the post detgt호on methods 
estimate continuously the major foimants by an 

inverse filter, and remove them so that a fomiant 
free pitch wave could be obtained0 It is accoun'- 

tefl. for the fact that the post detection methods 
take a long oomputation time and do not adapt to 

higher pitch speakers like children because of the 
limited number of filter oredr.

In the paper, we proposed an inverse rated fi
lter whose gain is inversely proportions고 to the 

frequency, instead of the ordinary low pass filt
er with a sharp cutoff characteristic« The inve*- 
rse rated filter ie 보zed ty associating filt
ers with ramp function oharacteristicB w호th diff
erent cutoff frequencies tThe former could be app
roximated by a sine squared function. The resu
lting impulse response is a triangle wave shape 

in time domain. The number of computation steps 
for the present speeoh sample 、by this method is 
ten additions and nine subtraction wh코ch Is cons

iderably short.

2. Delivation of the charac tert sties of the-LPF

Considering a voiced speech in frequency doma
in, we observe that the components of the fundame
ntal frequency is the origin of the fine structu
re in the resonaaice curve of the vocal tract. 
Th© lowest frequency of those peaks in the curve 

호s called as the first fonnant, F1. Since the 

energy of the first formant is hi^ber than the 
others 9 the effect of the first formant is obser
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ved clearly in the time domain, and since the f호. 

rst formant is most adjaoent to the fundamental 
frequency 9 it can strongly influence the precisi

on in extracting the fundajDdntal frequency.
As the range of the fundamental frequency be

ing generally 40-400HZ, most pitch extractors be

fore the application of the algorithm, carry out the 
the pre-filtering, that is, low pass filtering in 
order to eliminate the effect of formants. Howe

ver, the first fonaant being generally close to 
the fundamental frequency, can not be eliminated 
by the ordinaiy LPF.

It is necessary to estimate the first formant 
and substract it in order to reduce the interfe
rence from the original speech wave. For this 

puarpose the pitch extractor uses a coefficient 

caloultor for the voca고 tract parameter oa고cul- 
ation and the obtained parameters are applied to 

the inverse filter for the elimination of the 
vocal tract characteristics, and then the perio

dic component (which is the pitch) is detected 
from the residual Bigna고")(published as the sim

plified. inverse Filter Tracking, SIFT, method by 
Harkel).

Since the computation time depends on the 
number of the filter order. We preprocess the

'妙‘
signalVa LPF with the cutoff frequency of 900Hz 
in order to eliminate the higher frequency foxm— 
ants and be able to use a simple inverse filter, 
and by consequence simple oaloulation. But as 
this method is available upto no more than 250Hz 
pitch frequency. It is impossible to apply this

method to high pitoh apeakers namely women and 

chileren. Also the oalcxilation process 호$ still 
too oomplioated for a miorooomputer to finish the 

calculation in real time.

하。 resolve those diffioulties it will be bet
ter to exoute the calculations of the preprocess
ing filter and the inverse filter at the sane 
time. The spectrum of a typica고 voiced speech 
show in fig. 1 demonstrates the known fact that 

the first formajit is higher in frequency than the 
fundamental frequency and there is almost no cor
relation "between then, we havu every interest to 

suppress the first formant in comparison to the 
fundamental frequency. We have devised an inve

rse rated filter with the characteristic shown in 

f호g. 2—a in which the gain is inversely preporti— 
onal to the frequency •

As the first foimant freQuenoies generally are 
higher than 250Hz, we have adjusted the centre 
point of the inverse rated filter around 230Hz, 

And as the frequency range of the pitoh being 
between 40Hz and 40QHzv the cutoff frequency of 
the filter is fixed to 460Hz, To avoid the boos
ting of DC oomponent, the gain under 40Hz is kept 
constant.

The inverse rated filter, we proposef is the 
combination of three ramp filters of which the 
oharacteristios are shown in the fig 2y. These 
ramp oharaoteristios can be approximated by aims 

(・)functions as ahotm in fig 2-b. To utilize 
the linear part of the sine (. ), the 3/4】T -point 

of the variable must be adjusted to the cutoff
I t %” C*in

「* 心(.) 

Fig,2-a Modelling L77 for the pitch
Extraction

Fig. 2-c Comparison the proposed LPF with
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frequency. The combined ch&raQterist호cb of three 
filters with each different^-point is shown in 

the fig. 2-c 舊초th the 코고 inverse rated filter

which is in the fig. 2-a.

3. LPF Algorithm
The Sii金（• ） Function characteristics shown 

in the fig. 2-b has a triangular wave response in 
the time domain as indicated in the fig. 3. The 
unit in the time domain is ecyiivalent to l/fs*8KHz, 
Assuming that the"H —point adjusted to 615Hz, the 

zero gain point is N-13-
꼬he area under the triangular wave is cajqu고一

ated as followt

H（n-N-1）

室蒙（n-E宀 大,

f f* s（n-1-k）->l S（n-k-1 ）♦ £ S（n-k-lT-1）
4si O사나 大" j

표 （n-N）T£ S（n-k）・S\n） + S（n-N 彳+｛菖 踞니0 - S（n-N）+ S（n-2N）） 
H（n-n）-^ A（n）-S（x）+S（n-K）｝+ |A（rb-N）-S（n-r） +S（n-21T）/

H（n-1T）—A.（n—1 ）+A（n—N—1） — — — — — — — — 1 

each saEple to obtain the value for the next step.
To realize the inverse rated filter of fig. 2-a 

we have composed three parallel bram쇼es as shown 
in fig. 4 with N-value 13, 26, and 52 으in ex
pression 1. The T[-point in the sixic（ . ）functi

on which is the cutoff frequency and the gain will 
vary in accordance with the N-value.

We hard used an 成効it bit A-D converter. >ihen 
we have taken 52 as N-value the gain became 2704

허）. By consetiuence to obtain the sirft（ • ） 

characteristics,the operation of 20（8+12）bit海 

will suffice. And it enables the calculation by 
Finite word Length（FVL） calculation, thus, with 

an ordinary microcomputer. And before to combine 

the 20 bit values which are calculated, we 
n

divide them by 2-128 which will enable us to pur
sue the LPF calculation with 16-bit arithxnetios.

Finally, we conclude that for the processing 

of the human speech signal it is Bufficient with 
ten additions and nine subtractions with the pro

posed method.

Here the function H（n-N） is the area of the 

signal in the foregoing sample time, and A（n-N） 
and A（n-N-1） are the contents of the temporary
addition "buffer. If we add. -S（n） and S（n-J）to 
A（n）, it will give A（n-1） | -S（n-JT） and S（n-21T） 

to A（n-N）, A（n-N-1）.

Thus, to calculate the area for the present 
sample value9 we calcalazte A（n-1） and A（n-N-1） • 

and
Those values are subtracted added respectively 
from and to the triangle area which was calcula
ted one sample time earlier. 꼬he result is that 

we need only three additions or substractions for

4. Experimentation and results.

By processing the speech signal with the prop、- 

osed LPF, the glottal part is emphasized. Inspec
ting it visually we see that the first positive 
pulse in a pitch period is intensified.

As the area under the positively launched glo
ttal wave incieaseB the contrast of the area of 

the first positive curve and those of the fol고ow
ing』 The area, A（n2） under the first positive 

curve in the time domain is calculated as follows:
A（ n2） H（ i-K-1） *S （i-K-1）........... 2

Here- ihe positive area A（n2） exists in the dom- 

Fig.사 Realization of 
the proposed LPF.
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夜土n nl£g2, ajrf. { H( i-N-1)*S (i-N-1) J is the proa- 

esaed value for l*th sample*

모。 find the true positive peak which is the 
beginning of pitch period,the threshold level, 
Ath(i-i) must be fixed as follows;

Ath(i-1)-3/4 A(i) ........... 3

A(i) is the positive area value calculated 
in the true positive peak.

In the fig. 5 the processed signal and extra
ced pitch of a masciHine voice "May I Help You?" 
are shown.

5. Cone고usion

We have proposed an inverse rated type LPF 
which has the characteristics of inversely propo
rtional gain to the frequency and which we can 

use in stead of ordinary sharp cutoff LPF when 
processing a voiced speech signal. Thus, the 
noxious major formants proximate to the pitch are 

attenuated to have almoet the effect of the post 
pitch detection method without the complexity.

As this method is implemented, in the time 
domain with three triangular wave shapes, a calcu-
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rig. 5 Result for speeci-i "i<ay 1 Help You".
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lation of ten additions and nine substractions to 

have the desired response for the sampled speech 

signal. This process can be treated with a fini
te word length integer arithmetice and requires 
only addition and subtraction which enables a 
real time process with an ordinary microprocess

ors.
The modification of this method to adapt for 

the case of* pitch speakers or other special 

case is facilitated by adjusting the cutoff fre

quencies. This extends the applicable range of 
the process. As this method does the double pro

cess of LPF, filtering and major formants reduct
ion, required process time is eonsiderably short 
口d the period calculation is simpler as the per

iodicity is ameriorated by the filtering} Both 
permit the real time pitch calculation with a 

microprocessor.
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